Post-exercise palpation of pulse rates: its applicability to habitual exercisers.
Despite the increased popularity of heart rate (HR) monitors, endurance-trained adults as well as habitual exercisers often use pulse rate palpation to periodically monitor exercise intensity. However, due to the rapid recovery of HR following exercise bouts, post-exercise palpation of pulse rates may underestimate exercise HR. To test this hypothesis, we studied 20 young physically active adults performing two sets of exercise for 5 min at 70% and 85% of maximal HR on the treadmill; one with carotid and another with radial pulse count. Post-exercise palpation of pulse rate was lower (P < 0.01) than the actual HR during exercise, underestimating exercise HR by 20-27 bpm (beats per min). Even when ECG tracings of HR were analyzed immediately after exercise (0-15 s), a significant underestimation of exercise HR (7-9 bpm) still persisted (P < 0.05). Following exercise, pulse rate obtained by carotid palpation at both intensities and radial palpation at the lower intensity was no different from the corresponding HR measured with ECG. In the radial artery trial at the higher exercise intensity, pulse rate following exercise was lower (10 bpm; P < 0.05) than ECG-derived HR. Arterial stiffness, which is closely associated with arterial baroreflex sensitivity, was not significantly related to the changes in HR with carotid palpation. We concluded that post-exercise pulse palpations may not be appropriate as an indicator of exercise intensity in habitual exercisers.